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1. Plug your MIDI keyboard (or MIDI interface) into your computer before you launch 
bitKlavier. Also, if you are using an audio interface other than the built-in, you should 
select that in the main system preferences before launching the application. 

2. In the “PDP_dist” folder, find and launch the bitKlavier application 

3. Two separate windows will open, the main bitKlavier window and a secondary (white) 
Console window that displays messages about what the program is doing:  

 
 
 

(note that when you quit bitKlavier you need to quit both of these; they are actually 
separate applications that communicate with one another.) 
 
also note that sometimes when you first launch bitKlavier it may display a series of 
error messages in the Console, in which case you should just quit and try again; 
second time is usually the charm! 
 
finally, OSX sometimes complains about applications from “unidentified developers.” 
This can be dealt with easily; see this page for example. 

http://www.imore.com/how-open-apps-unidentified-developer-os-x-mountain-lion


4. bitKlavier loads LOTS of high quality samples and this may take close to two 
minutes; you can track the progress in the Console; it will display the message “The 
Prepared Digital Piano is Tuned and Ready!” (as above) when this process is 
complete. 

5. At this point, playing your keyboard might just make sound! If it doesn’t you may 
need to select your keyboard or MIDI interface from the “input keyboard” menu:  

once this is set, you should see the keys on the virtual keyboard display become 
highlighted as you play your keyboard; if you don’t see your device in the menu, then 
for some reason bitKlavier is not seeing your keyboard, and you should check all 
cables and quit bitKlavier (both windows!), perhaps reboot, and try again.  

6. Once you have sound (yay!!), you can explore the example presets by selecting them 
in the main preset menu: 



 
these presets are described in the “bitKlavier_Examples.pdf” included with the 
application, and are a good place to learn about how the instrument works, especially 
if you are interested in creating your own “preparations.” 

7. If you want to dive in and play some of the Nostalgic Synchronic Etudes, select the 
“NostalgicSynchronic.json” item from the preset bank menu:  

and then choose the preset for whichever etude you want to play (Etude3-Song, in 
this case): 

Note that for some of the etudes (#4, for example), this preset will change as you play, 
so if you play it for a while and then want to start over, you may need to reset the 
preset to the first one for that particular etude (“Etude4-Marbles-1”, for example). 


